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Connectivity and long term variability defines
the flooding process. Connectivity and long
term planning should define our response.

Archer (2016)

Hooke (2006)

Future Flood Risk
A. Expect Different Flood Types
Fluvial, Surface Water, Groundwater, Coastal.
B. Expect Higher magnitude floods more frequently and in
both upland and lowland UK….but not necessarily at the
same time!
By 2100 a 50-100% increase in frequency of largest floods in upland
Britain (Lavers et al., 2013).
By 2080 a 36% (-11 – 68%) increase in 1:20yr flood peaks for River
Thames. (Bell et al 2012)

CCC (2016), Sayers et al (2015)
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98% of the area of a river
catchment is land
78% River network are
headwater ditches and
streams.

Andy Russell

Rivers at risk of Agricultural
sediment sources (Naura et al.,
2016)

76% of fine sediment in
rivers is from Agricultural
sources

Floods spend most of their time on the land surface yet our
focus has largely been on the water and the main rivers.
Q1: Do we need better ways to connect the management
of Land and Watercourses?
Expect change – more intense and more frequent flooding of
different types!
Q 2: How will land, water and the river network respond?
And that’s where historical data plays part….

NFRR and RGS Policy Recommendations highlight a greater
role for Historical data in Flood Risk Management.

(2) How can long term records help improve models
of flood risk?
A) Contributing to a better understanding of Flood Hazard
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Extending the flood record results in changes to estimates of flood probability and
magnitude.
Can link to longer term trends in climate forcing factors.
Recent floods are not unprecedented – but drivers may be different….
Chiverrell et al., (in press)

B) Contributing new information on Flood Hazards.
Headwater Stream Activity

Hillslope Activity

Rumsby & Macklin (2007)

Change in Flood Hazard Frequency due
to channel adjustment. (Slater, 2016)

Channel form adjusts to floods and flood rich/poor periods
Assumptions of stable rivers made in flood modelling are
incorrect.

If we’re going to understand how climate and land use
influence floods and how rivers adjust to them we’re going
to need to engage more with novel datasets.
Q3: How do we integrate this data into the Flood
Management practice?

(3) How can floodplains be better managed
in readiness for a future of more intense and
frequent flooding?
Slowing the flow, Storing the flow, Steering
the flow..

Dadson et al., (in review)

Summary Points
• Landscapes and climate are set to change quite rapidly
– the pattern and type of flooding is going to be different.
• We can expect hillslopes, headwaters and river channels
to adjust to accommodate changing flooding and land
use. Are our current approaches to flood and sediment
management appropriate?
• Land is crucial to flood Risk management
Is our policy on Agriculture, Forestry and Conservation
sufficiently aligned to deliver Flood Risk Benefits?
• Are we able to deliver at the scales required to
implement NFM and Floodplain management options
with the current configuration of stakeholders?

One for the experts …….
Who do river managers turn to for advice?

Naura 2012

